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ABSTRACT 

We calculate the effect of nonlinear interactions among solar acoustic modes upon the modal frequencies 
and energy loss rates (or line widths). The frequency shift for a radial p-mode of frequency 3 mHz is found to 
be about -0.5 JlHz. The magnitude of nonlinear frequency shift increases more rapidly with frequency than 
the inverse mode mass (mode mass is defined as the ratio of energy in the mode to its surface velocity ampli
tude squared). This frequency shift is primarily due to nonresonant three-mode interactions and is dominated 
by high l surface gravity waves (!-modes) and p-modes. The line width of a radial p-mode of frequency 3 mHz, 
due to resonant nonlinear interactions, is about 0.3 JlHz. This result is consistent with that of Kumar & Gold
reich (1989). We also find, in agreement with these authors, that the most important nonlinear interactions of 
trapped p-modes involve .f-modes and high-frequency p-modes (frequency greater than about 5 mHz) which 
propagate in the solar photosphere. Thus, using the arguments advanced by Kumar & Goldreich (1989), we 
conclude that nonlinear couplings cannot saturate the overstable solar p-modes at their small observed ampli
tudes. Both the nonlinear frequency shifts and line widths, at a fixed frequency, are proportional to the inverse 
of mode mass which for modes of degree greater than about 100 is ~ 1°·8 • Therefore, the frequency of an 
.f-mode of l = 1000, due to nonlinear interactions, is decreased by approximately 0.4%. 
Subject headings: Sun: oscillations 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we calculate the frequency shifts and energy transfer rates of solar acoustic modes due to nonlinear interactions with 
other modes. This study is motivated by a desire to assess the importance of such nonlinear interactions in regard to the observed 
discrepancies between measured and theoretical acoustic mode frequencies (Christensen-Dalsgaard 1991). 

This work is a development of an earlier paper by Kumar & Goldreich (1989) (hereafter referred to as KG) who used a planar 
parallel, adiabatic-plus-isothermal atmosphere to study nonlinear interactions of the solar acoustic modes. Here, we proceed a step 
further to consider the standard solar model. Following KG, we adopt a Hamiltonian formalism to derive the lowest order 
nonlinear interactions. This approach is simpler and more elegant than the conventional technique of expanding the equations of 
motion to second order in wave variables (e.g., Dziembowski 1982; Wentzel1987; Lavely 1990). The random phase approximation 
is, as in KG, central to the calculation and we refer the reader there for a discussion. Briefly, the approximation is justified when a 
large number of oscillators are coupled with approximately the same strength, and typical modal lifetimes are short compared to the 
nonlinear interaction time, as is the case for the p-modes in the Sun. 

The paper is organized as follows. In§ 2, we describe the Hamiltonian formulation and derive expressions for nonlinear frequency 
shift and energy transfer rates. Section 3 describes the solar model, the details of the numerical implementation, and contains results 
concerning frequency shifts and energy drainage rates for radial p-modes. Scalings of these quantities for nonradial p-modes are also 
presented here. Section 4 describes a simple model problem which is solved exactly to test our approximate theoretical formula. 
Finally, our conclusions appear in § 5. The Hamiltonian formalism is outlined in Appendix A, the calculation of coupling coeffi
cients sketched in Appendix B, and a comparison of four-mode couplings to three-mode couplings discussed in Appendix C. 

2. FORMULATION 

2.1. Hamiltonian Formalism 

The Hamiltonian of a fluid system is the sum of its kinetic and potential energies (see Appendix A) which we expand in powers of 
the displacement vector 1;. The first-order terms in I; describe the static equilibrium configuration, the second-order terms yield the 
linear differential equations which define the normal modes, and the third-order terms describe, in a weakly nonlinear regime, the 
nonlinear interactions among them. Successive terms describing higher order interactions are neglected under the assumption that 
the acoustic modes interact only weakly; see Appendix C for justification. The second and third-order parts of the Hamiltonian 
density appropriate to the adiabatic perturbations of a static configuration composed of an in viscid, compressible gas with variable 
adiabatic index in a uniform gravitational field take the form (see Appendix A) 

Yf = Yf 2 + Yf 3 (2.1) 
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with 

Po (8~) 2 1 2 2 Po ; · 
£2=2 ot +l(PoCo-Po)(V·~) +l~;i~{;, (2.2) 

and 

1 [ 2 2(oc6) J 3 1 2 ; · Po ; · k J'l' 3 = - (; Po - Po Co + Po opo s (V • ~) + l (Po - Po Co)(V • ;)~;i ~{; + 3 C ~{k ~;i , (2.3) 

where p0 , Po and_ c0 are the unperturbed pressure, density, and speed of sound, S is the entropy, ~;i is the covariant derivative of~; 
with respect to x1 (see Misner, Thorne, & Wheeler 1973 for the definition of covariant derivative), and the summation convention for 
repeated indices is assumed unless otherwise stated. We expand the displacement vector,~. in the terms of normalized displacement 
eigenvectors, ~ •• of the system as follows 

(2.4) 

where J. and¢. are action-angle variables, the phase¢. is written in the convenient form ¢.(t) = w. t +E., and the sum over IX is a 
sum over the discrete frequencies of all modes. The eigenfunctions are normalized such that 

w~ f d3xp~. · ~: = 1 . (2.5) 

Substitution of this normal mode expansion of ;, equation (2.4), into the second-order Hamiltonian density, equation (2.2), and 
integration over the volume gives 

H2 = fd 3xJ'l'2 = L w.J. = L E. 
a a 

(2.6) 

This represents a series of independent oscillators each with energy E. = w. J •. Their interaction is described to the lowest order by 
the third-order Hamiltonian which, after a similar substitution for; and integration over space, yields 

(2.7) 

where the Greek symbols IX, {J, y refer to different modes of oscillation and s., sp, sY take the values ± 1. The sum above is over all 
triplets satisfying the following land m matching conditions, 

lip - ly I :s; t. :s; lp + ly , 

and the coupling coefficient K.,.p,pr,, is defined as follows 

K.,.p,pr,, = - ~ f d3x{[Po -Po c6 + p2 ( ~;) J(v · ~.,.)(V · ;p,p)(V · ;y,,) 

(2.8) 

+ ( c2 _ )[(V . ~ v:i . ;;i . + (V . ~ );;; . ;;i . + (V • ~ );;i . ;;i ·] + [;;i . ;;i ;;k . + ;;i . ;;i ;;k ·]} Po 0 Po ...,a.scJ~Psp;J ~Ysy;l ...,PsfJ ~Ysy;} ':,asll;l ...,Ysy ':,as~.~:;) ~.:,psp;l Po l.:,a.sa;) t..:,psp;k "='Ysy;l ~Psp;] ':,llS«;k ':,Ysy;l • 

(2.9) 

In the above expression for K.,.p,pr,,• the complex conjugate eigenfunction is used when s,. = -1. Note that the coupling coefficient 
is symmetrical under the interchange of indices 1Xsa• PsfJ• Ysy· In terms of the action-angle variables, the Hamiltonian is now 

(2.10) 

where H 3 describes the interactions between oscillators and is considered small compared to ro · J. Hamilton's equations for the 
time evolution of ¢'sand J's are as follows 

dJ.
dt -

iJH 
8¢ •. 
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Substituting for H 2 and H 3 from equations (2.6) and (2.7) in the Hamilton's equations, leads to the evolution equations for a given 
mode ex due to its interaction with modes f3 andy, 

where <I> and <5 3 are defined by 

d¢. - fF,";E; 
dt - OJ, + 60J,I K.,.fJ,n,, I Y ~ cos (<I> + <5 3) , 

dJ. JE,EpEy . dt = 12s.l K.,.p,n,, I 8 sm (<I> + <5 3) , 

<I>= s.¢. + sp</Jp + sy</Jy, 

K.,.p,n,, = I K.,.p,py,, I exp (- i<5 3) . 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

The combinatorial factors of 6 and 12 in equations (2.13) and (2.14) arise because each triplet (ex, {3, y) occurs six times when we sum 
over all possible modes ex, {3, andy in equation (2.7). These two equations form the basis for the study of nonlinear interactions. 

2.2. Frequency Shift and Energy Transfer Rates 
The evolution equations for energy and phase are solved perturbatively by using the expansions: 

E, = E~0J + E~1 l(t) + E~2 l(t) + · · · , 

</J, = E0 + OJ0 t + </J~0(t) + </J~2l(t) + · · · , 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

where E~2J ~ E~1 J ~ E~0J and l/>~2 l ~ 1/>~1 ) ~ OJ,. Assuming all perturbations are zero at time t = 0, we integrate the first-order 
evolution equations to obtain 

(2.19) 

and 

(2.20) 

where 

Substituting the above first-order quantities back into the right-hand sides of the evolution equations (2.13) and (2.14), solving for 
the second-order changes E~2 J and ¢~2l, and averaging over the random phases of the modes, leads to 

dE~2l(t) = 90J ~ IK.,.p,n,,lz sin (dOJapyt) [OJ E<OJE<Ols OJ E<OJE<OJ + s OJ E<OJE<Ol] 
dt « L_. A « fJ Y 1 (J « y 2 y fJ y ' (J,y LJ.OJ«(Jy 

(2.21) 

d¢~2l(t) = - 90J. ~ I K.,.p,n, 12 [s OJ E<OJ + s OJ E<Ol][1 -cos (dOJ t)] 
dt 2 L... dOJ (J (J Y Y Y (J «fJY ' (J,y a(Jy 

(2.22) 

where 

The frequency shift of mode ex due to nonlinear interactions is bOJ• = (d¢Jdt -OJ.), which to lowest order is given by equation 
(2.22). The oscillatory term in this equation gives rise to peaks in the power spectrum that are shifted with respect to the main peaks 
by integer multiples of dOJ•fJr However, the amplitude of the first sidelobe is smaller compared to the main peak by a factor of 
~(bOJjdOJ«fJr), which for nonresonant interactions is a small number (the amplitudes of higher order sidelobes are even smaller). In 
the next section we show that most of the contribution to bOJ0 comes from nonresonant triplets for which dOJ«fJr ~ OJ0 , therefore, the 
oscillatory term in equation (2.22) can be dropped. The final expression for frequency shift, in this approximation, is given by 

bOJ = - 90J• ~ I K.,.fJ,py,, 12 [s OJ (E ) + s OJ (E )] (2 23) « 2 L... dOJ (J (J y y y (J , • 
(J, Y a(Jy 

where the sum over modes f3 and }' is over all possible triplets, resonant (dOJ•fJr ~ 0) as well as nonresonant, subject only to the 
constraints of equation (2.8). We see from the above equation that the frequency shift vanishes if only mode ex is excited. Moreover, 
nearly resonant interactions do not contribute much to the frequency shift, in spite of dOJ«fJr in the denominator, because a triplet 
can decrease or increase the frequency of mode ex, depending on the sign of dOJ•fJr• resulting in the contribution to bOJ. from triplets 
with dOJ•fJr ~ 0 largely canceling out. 
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To simplify the expression for the energy transfer rate, we perform the sum over the degree of the second mode, lp, and without 
loss of generality choose the difference between the degree of the second and third mode to be (if, i.e., ly = lp - c51. The sum over lp 
can then be reduced to an integral over 11mafJr• 

"-f ~ L. - d!:im a(Jy d A • 
lp LJ.(J)a(Jy 

Using the dispersion relation for p-modes, m2 oc I, we obtain, 

d!:imapy _ ! (Sp OJp Sy my) _ ..!_ ( Sy my (j[) 
df - 2 [ + [ - 2[ Sp OJp + Sy OJY + [ . 

(J (J y (J (J 

Note that d!:imaprfdlp is a weak function of !:imafJr• and therefore can be taken out of the integral. Its value for resonant triplets 
(11m aPr = 0) is approximately -sa mj2lp (we neglect the c51/lp term in the above equation, which is zero for radial oscillations and 
very small for oscillations with degree less than about 400). Using these results it is easy to derive the following equation, 

L sin (!:imapy t) _ 2nlp 

lp f1ma(Jy - (J)a ' 
(2.24) 

which is used in equation (2.21) to simplify it to the following form 

(2.25) 

where the sum is carried out only over resonant triplets (!:imafJy ~ 0), which are also subject to the 1 and m matching conditions 
described by equation (2.8). One factor of lp in equation (2.25) comes from summing over mp, and the other from the integration 
around resonant peaks (see eq. [2.24]). The physical interpretation of equation (2.25) is simple: mode IX gains energy from modes fJ 
andy at a rate proportional to the product of energy in these modes, and loses energy at a rate proportional to the energy in mode IX. 

It can be easily shown that nonlinear interactions drive the system to equipartition. 

3. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

3.1. Solar Model and Observational Data 

Our numerical calculations are performed for the solar model of Christensen-Dalsgaard (1991) which extends up to the tem
perature minimum, upon which an isothermal atmosphere of several scale heights is placed. This added isothermal atmosphere is a 
crude representation of the optically thin chromosphere, a region above the photosphere whose effect on the nonlinear interactions 
will be examined. The normal mode calculation for this atmosphere is described in Appendix A. In order to keep mode frequencies 
above the acoustic cutoff real and thus the eigenfunctions orthogonal, we impose the condition that the Lagrangian pressure 
perturbation vanishes at the top of the isothermal atmosphere. This leads to a discrete frequency spectrum of both trapped and 
propagating modes 1 (in KG, a reflecting boundary condition was imposed at infinity to close the system giving rise to a continuous 
frequency spectrum above the acoustic cutoff frequency). A partial justification for our choice of boundary condition is that the 
temperature at the top of the solar chromosphere increases by a factor of more than 10 over a short distance, and the density drops 
by the same factor to maintain pressure equilibrium. This tends to keep the Lagrangian pressure of the layer roughly constant (the 
situation is analogous to constant air pressure above water in the presence of surface gravity waves). Moreover, mode Coupling 
strength for all triplets is finite for our atmosphere, whereas KG found that for certain triplets the coupling strength diverges 
exponentially in the isothermal atmospheres unless truncated at some finite height. Despite these differences, the numerical result for 
mode line width and frequency shift for the two choices of boundary conditions is found to be nearly the same. 

Mode energies are required as input to calculate frequency shift and energy transfer rates (see eqs. [2.23] and [2.25]). Libbrecht & 
Woodward (1991) have measured surface velocities of low-degree (I ::5: 50), solar p-modes in the 5 minute band. However, mode 
energies are poorly known for high degree modes which make most of the contribution to mode couplings. Therefore, we have 
carried out numerical calculations for two different choices of high-degree modal energies; one of which is to assume that the surface 
velocity amplitude of p-modes is !-independent (at fixed frequency) for 1 > 200, and mode energies are [-independent below 1 of 200. 
The other prescription we use is to take the surface velocity amplitude from Kaufman (1991), who has measured the power spectrum 
of solar modes of degree up to 700 and finds that mode velocities are decreasing with 1. In fact we use a crude fit to Kaufman's power 
spectrum for numerical computations; the surface velocity squared of modes is taken to be proportional to 1/1 for 1 > 200, and as in 
the other model the mode energies are assumed to be !-independent below 200. 

3.2. Outline of Numerical Scheme 

The equations of adiabatic, nonradial oscillations (eqs. [A12] and [A13]) are solved for the boundary conditions given in 
Appendix A using a shooting method. Numerical calculations for frequency shifts and energy transfer rates have been carried out 
only for radial modes. We present an approximate scaling for nonradial modes in§ 3.5. The frequency shift is evaluated by carry
ing out the sum in equation (2.23) over all possible mode triplets that satisfy the 1 and m matching conditions (lp = ly, and 
spmp + srmr = 0). 

1 Propagating is used to refer to modes which are oscillatory in the isothermal atmosphere as opposed to trapped modes which are evanescent. 
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Mode triplets are obtained by choosing the second mode {3 to lie along different ridges in the l-v diagram (mode ct. is the first 
mode). From the l selection rule we know that the third mode (y) must have the same /-value as mode {3, and therefore all possible y's 
are obtained by varying nr from 0 to some maximum value. In fact both the coupling coefficient and the mode energies fall off 
rapidly with increasing n0 and n,. Therefore we sum over only the first five ridges in the l-v diagram. 

The computation of energy transfer rates due to nonlinear interactions involves a similar summation procedure of equation (2.25) 
over all resonant triplets. The resonant triplets are found by shifting each ridge in the l-v diagram vertically by an amount equal to 
w. (the frequency of the mode of interest), and determining its intersection with all other ridges. 

3.3. Order of Magnitude Estimate 
In this subsection, we provide an order of magnitude estimate for the nonlinear frequency shift and line width. This will give 

physical insight into the results of the numerical calculation presented in the next subsection, which might otherwise appear 
somewhat obscure. 

We begin by estimating the magnitude of the coupling coefficient K•Pr· Using the constancy of the acoustic energy flux in the wave 
propagation region, we find that the displacement eigenfunction for p-modes is proportional to 1/(pc)112• The displacement 
eigenfunction forf-modes, on the other hand, decreases exponentially with depth. The three-mode coupling coefficient (see eq. [2.9]) 
can be approximated by K•Pr- Rb J drp~.~P~rk.kpky, where the k's are wavenumbers which take values -w2/g in the photo
sphere (here the waves are evanescent), and wjc in the region where waves are oscillating (see Goldreich & Kumar 1990). Making use 
of the scaling properties of the ~·s and k's in the above expression for K•Pr we find that the integrand decreases rapidly with depth, 
and therefore most of the contribution to the three-mode coupling coefficient comes from a region close to the photosphere. Thus in 
evaluating the integral, we can use the value of the displacement eigenfunction at the surface, which is given by 1/(w.H1i 2), where .H 
is the mode mass defined as the ratio of energy in the mode to its surface velocity amplitude squared. The coupling coefficient is now 
easily estimated to be lpR 0 p.H.wJ[g2(.H • .4tp .H y) 112]; where Ps and H. are photospheric gas pressure and scale height, and g is the 
gravitational acceleration. In arriving at the above result, we have assumed that mode ct. is a low-degree mode, that {3 and y are 
high-degree modes, and that the dispersion relation for high-degree modes is w2 :::::; gl/R 0 . The typical mode mass for high-degree 
modes can be easily estimated from the scaling property of ~ derived above. Briefly, the total energy in a mode is w 2 J d3xp~2 -

w2p. c. Rb ~; J dr/c (the subscripts here refers to the photospheric value). The above integral is equal to the sound travel time across 
the cavity in which the mode is trapped, which is roughly equal to njw. Thus the mode mass is approximately equal to nRb Ps c.fw, 
or a few times 1023. Substituting this in the above derived expression for the coupling coefficient, we find that K•Pr is -10- 19 for 
lp = 2000. 

The energy spectrum of solar oscillations of a fixed degree is well known to peak at about 3 mHz (Libbrecht & Woodward 1991) 
and is only weakly dependent on mode degree. Furthermore, as shown above, the three-mode coupling coefficients increase with 
degree (and thus frequency) of modes {3 andy. Due to these two opposing effects, most of the contribution to the nonlinear frequency 
shift and line width comes from those triplets which have modes {3 and y lying on the first few ridges in the l-v diagram between 
degrees of approximately 1000 and 2000. We now have all the ingredients needed to estimate modal line width and frequency shift 
due to nonlinear interactions. 

From equation (2.25) we find that d(ln E.)/dt - 36nN.1 I K•Pr 12 E0 1: Wp. Here N.1 is the number of resonant triplets which have 
different values for np and nr (on the order of 10 for radial p-modes), and Ep is the typical energy of high degree modes -1023 ergs. 
Thus the modal line width due to nonlinear interactions is -0.1 J!Hz, or about a factor of 10 smaller than the observed line width. 

We use equation (2.23) to estimate the change in the eigenfrequency of p-modes due to nonlinear interactions. Due to the factor 
!!.w•fJr in the denominator (eq. [2.23]) the contributions from resonant triplets nearly cancel, and so in estimating frequency shift 
we will consider nonresonant interactions. The total number of nonresonant triplets for the degree of the second mode less than 
or equal to lp is 4N rt 1:; and the typical value of !!.w•fJr for these triplets is - w.. Putting it all together, we find that 
bw.- 18N.1 wpEp 1: I K•Pr 12 or 0.02 JlHZ (this is smaller than the numerical calculation by about a factor of 10). 

3.4. Results 

Table 1 displays the frequency shift and modal line width generated by nonlinear interactions with other p-modes for the case 
where the surface velocities of modes of degree greater than 200 are assumed to be /-independent. Table 2 shows the same quantities 
for the other choice of p-mode energy spectrum when mode velocities at the surface are assumed to be proportional to 1/[112 for 
l > 200. Both the frequency shift, bw3mc• 2 and the line width, r 3mc• are rapidly increasing functions of mode frequency; at 3 mHz the 
frequency shift is about -0.5 JlHZ, and line width is about 0.4 JtHZ. In Figure 1 we plot .H bw3mc (where .41 is mode mass, which is 
defined as the ratio of energy in the mode to its surface velocity amplitude squared) and .Hr 3mc as a function of mode frequency w. 
Note that both I t5w 3mc I, and r 3mc are increasing more rapidly with frequency than the inverse mode mass. Nonlinear mode line 
width, r 3 mc• starts to decline at high frequencies when the gain of energy from lower frequency modes starts to compete with the 
energy loss to higher frequency waves. 

Figure 2 shows the contribution to bw3mc as a function of triplet frequency mismatch, !!.w•Pr• for two different radial p-modes. The 
dominant feature, common to all modes, is the large antisymmetric peaks around !!.w•Pr = 0. This arises due to nearly resonant 
triplets for which !!.w•Pr :::::; 0 and thus the denominators in equation (2.23) become small. These near-resonant triplets, however, 
make negligible contribution to bw3mc because of the large cancellation due to the antisymmetric peaks. To illustrate this point 
more clearly we have integrated the curves in Figure 2 from - !!.w•Pr to !!.w•Pr and plotted the resultant integrated contribution to 
bw3mc as a function of !!.w•fJr in Figure 2 (dashed line). Note that triplets with I !!.w•Pr I ~ 1 mHz make most of the contribution to the 
nonlinear frequency shift. This result justifies neglecting the oscillatory terms in equation (2.22). 

2 3mc = 3 mode coupling. 
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TABLE 1 

FREQUENCY SHIFT AND LINE WIDTHS OF RADIAL p-MODES DUE TO 
NONLINEAR INTERACTIONS 

bv, (JlHZ) r •. 3mc (JlHz) 

v, (mHz) E. (ergs) h= OHP h = 5.0 H• h=OHP h = 5.0 H• 

1.016.. .... 0.427E+27 +0.186E-4 -0.502E-4 0.225E-3 0.261E-3 
1.300 ...... 0.427E+27 -0.249E-3 -0.525E-3 0.346E-3 0.421E-3 
1.577 ...... 0.427E+27 -0.377E-2 -0.293E-2 0.405E-2 0.414E-2 
1.846 ...... 0.592E+27 -0.167E-1 -0.253E-1 0.112E-1 0.101E-1 

2.116 ...... 0.796E+27 -0.604E-1 -0.605E-1 0.423E-1 0.282E-1 
2.382 ...... 0.134E+28 -0.158E+O -0.167E+O O.llOE+O 0.879E-1 
2.649 ...... 0.245E+28 -0.343E+0 -0.320E+0 0.248E+0 0.157E+0 
2.919 ...... 0.393E+28 -0.442E+O -0.532E+0 0.399E+O 0.211E+O 
3.189 ...... 0.501E+28 -0.588E+O -0.796E+0 0.611E+0 0.304E+0 
3.461.. .... 0.263E+28 -0.869E+O -0.112E+1 0.831E+O 0.316E+O 
3.734 ...... 0.110E+28 -0.126E+1 -0.138E+ 1 0.102E+ 1 0.349E+O 

4.008 ...... 0.515E+27 -0.129E+ 1 -0.171E+1 0.131E+ 1 0.320E+O 
4.284 ...... 0.305E+27 -0.158E+ 1 -0.214E+ 1 0.159E+ 1 0.332E+O 
4.559 ...... 0.174E+27 -0.182E+ 1 -0.269E+1 0.190E+ 1 0.349E+O 
4.836 ...... 0.951E+26 -0.209E+1 -0.348E+1 0.208E+ 1 0.508E+0 

5.113 ...... 0.531E+26 -0.239E+1 -0.457E+1 0.142E+ 1 0.290E+0 

NoTE.-Frequency shift (bv. = bw.J2n) and mode line width, r,, 3 mc = -dlnE.Jdt, for 
radial acoustic modes due to nonlinear interactions. The mode frequencies and their shifts 
given in this table are cyclic frequencies. We denote by h the thickness of the isothermal 
atmosphere, which is placed above the temperature minimum, in units of the pressure scale 
height H •. The results in this table are calculated with mode energies independent of I (at fixed 
frequency) for I less than 200, and declining at high I such that the surface velocity is /
independent. 

Vol. 427 

Other prominent features in Figure 2 are the presence of large contributions at wa ± 6 mHz and a "quiet zone" (which makes no 
contribution to frequency shift) centered at !'!wapy = wa and bordered by an antisymmetric spike. The first feature is a manifestation 
of the energy peak at 3 mHz in the acoustic modes. At t:.wapy = wa ± (wp - wy) the contribution is small because the two terms in 
equation (2.23) have opposite sign, whereas at t:.wapy = wa ± (wp + wy) the two terms have the same sign and so we obtain the large 
contribution observed. The height of these peaks is approximately proportional to 1/ t:.wapy· Therefore, as wa increases, the height of 
peak at t:.wapy = wa + 6 mHz becomes smaller, and that at l'!waPr = wa - 6 mHz increases (see Fig. 2). The "quiet zone" arises due 
to two reasons. First, since mode IX is radial, lp = ly, and so the minimum value of I OJp - wr I is the minimum spacing between 

TABLE 2 

FREQUENCY SHIFT AND LINE WIDTHS OF RADIAL p-MODES DUE TO 
NONLINEAR INTERACTIONS 

bv, (JlHz) r •. 3mc (J.LHz) 

v, (mHz) E. (ergs) h=OHP h = 5.0 H• h =0HP h = 5.0 H• 

1.016.. .... 0.427E+27 -0.117E-4 -0.226E-4 0.363E-4 0.415E-4 
1.300 ...... 0.427E+27 -0.201E-3 -0.222E-3 0.797E-4 0.773E-4 
1.577 ...... 0.427E+27 -0.158E-2 -0.142E-2 0.838E-3 0.781E-3 
1.846 ...... 0.592E+27 -0.698E-2 -0.831E-2 0.239E-2 0.195E-2 

2.116 ...... 0.796E+27 -0.223E-1 -0.228E-1 0.990E-2 0.623E-2 
2.382 ...... 0.134E+28 -0.575E-1 -0.590E-1 0.280E-1 0.183E-1 
2.649 ...... 0.245E+28 -0.113E+0 -0.109E+O 0.637E-1 0.338E-1 
2.919 ...... 0.393E+28 -0.151E+O -0.172E+0 0.103E+0 0.485E-1 
3.189 ...... 0.501E+28 -0.202E+0 -0.246E+0 0.160E+0 0.710E-1 
3.461.. .... 0.263E+28 -0.278E+O -0.322E+O 0.216E+0 0.763E-1 
3.734 ...... 0.110E+28 -0.355E+0 -0.386E+O 0.272E+0 0.876E-1 

4.008 ...... 0.515E+27 -0.380E+O -0.457E+0 0.341E+O 0.827E-1 
4.284 ...... 0.305E+27 -0.433E+0 -0.540E+O 0.409E+O 0.817E-1 
4.559 ...... 0.174E+27 -0.481E+0 -0.639E+O 0.489E+0 0.788E-1 
4.836 ...... 0.951E+26 -0.534E+0 -0.774E+0 0.544E+0 0.873E-1 

5.113.. .... 0.531E+26 -0.579E+0 -0.943E+O 0.464E+0 0.300E-1 

NoTE.-Frequency shift (bv. = bw.J2n) and mode line width, r •. 3mc = -dlnE.Jdt, for 
radial acoustic modes due to nonlinear interactions. The mode frequencies and their shifts 
given in this table are cyclic frequencies. We denote by h the thickness of the isothermal 
atmosphere, which is placed above the temperature minimum, in units of the pressure scale 
height H •. Results in this table are calculated with mode energies independent of their degree 
(at fixed frequency) for I less than 200, and at higher degrees the surface velocity squared is 
taken to be decreasing linearly with I as has been suggested by the observations of Kaufman 
(1991). 
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-3 mHz (Jt oc v- 5), and remains roughly constant above it. The turnover in r ]me occurs when energy gain from lower frequency modes becomes comparable to the 
energy loss to propagating acoustic waves. 

adjacent ridges in the l-v plane (it is easy to see from eq. [2.23] that those triplets for which wp = w1, and s2/s1 = -1 do not 
contribute to the frequency shift) giving arise to a region around !'.wapy = wa which does not contribute to Dwa. Second, we have 
chosen a minimum value of Wp as 0.5 mHz (because coupling coefficients are small at low frequencies, see Fig. 3). Therefore, the 
minimum value of Wp + w1 is 1.0 mHz giving rise to a gap of size 2.0 mHz. It is the smaller of these two gaps which appears in our 
plots. 

Frequency shifts are not very sensitive to the thickness of the isothermal atmosphere placed on top of the solar model at the 
temperature minimum, whereas line widths at 3 mHz vary by a factor of 2 for the two cases we have considered (see Table 1 and 2). 
The reason for this difference is that a significant contribution to nonlinear frequency shifts comes from couplings to trapped modes 
which are evanescent in the isothermal atmosphere and therefore their eigenfunctions do not grow very much with height. By 
contrast, nonlinear mode line widths are dominated by those triplets which contain one propagating mode (see KG for detailed 
discussion) whose eigenfunction is increasing as 1/(pc)1i 2 , and therefore coupling coefficients and consequently line widths are 
sensitive to the thickness of the isothermal atmosphere. 

In Figure 3 we show the three-mode coupling coefficient, KaPr• as a function of lp, np, and n1 for a mode of frequency 3.7 mHz. For 
small values of wa, the coupling coefficients are largest when both modes {3 and y are on the same ridge. As mode y moves away onto 
neighboring ridges, the coefficient quickly decreases. This behavior, however, is less pronounced when wa is close to 5 mHz. The 
largest three-mode couplings, for any mode, are with modes lying on the lowest or zeroth ridge; the coupling coefficients involving 
modes lying on the third ridge (n = 3) are typically smaller compared to withf-modes (n = 0) by a factor of about 5. 

We find that the values of the line widths due to nonlinear interactions are quite similar to the results obtained by KG. Moreover, 
the contribution is dominated by the f-modes and falls off rapidly with increasing ridge number in agreement with KG (see Fig. 4). 
Thus the arguments suggested by these authors, based on plane parallel adiabatic-plus-isothermal atmosphere approximation to 
the solar structure, as to why the amplitudes of p-modes can not be saturated by nonlinear couplings at the observed amplitude 
applies top-modes in the Sun. 

3.5. Frequency Shift and Energy Transfer Rates for Nonradial Oscillations 

We have so far calculated frequency shifts and energy drainage rates for radial acoustic modes only. We now estimate the 
magnitude of these quantities for nonradial p-modes. The degree of mode ct. (lJ enters our calculations in two places. In the first place 
it increases the phase space of allowed triplets, and in the second it modifies Kapy· The first effect is straightforward to calculate. 
There are more contributing triplets for nonradial oscillations, since the condition, lp = 11 , for radial mode is replaced by the 
triangularity condition, llp - la I ~ 11 ~ lp + la, for a nonradial oscillation; thus the phase space of mode triplets is larger by a factor 
(2la + 1). 

The dependence of Kapy on Ia comes from both the angular and the radial part of eigenfunctions. When mode ct. is radial, the angle 
dependent integrand of the three-mode coupling coefficient is a product of two spherical harmonic functions, and thus evaluates 
trivially to 1. In the general case, however, the angular integral is product of three spherical harmonic functions which we denote by 
Z defined below, 

Using the notation and results from Edmonds (1960) we can express the function Z in the terms ofWigner 3-j symbols as follows: 

(2/a + 1)(2/p + 1)(2/y + 1) ([a 
4n 0 

This is equation (4.6.3) of Edmonds. To carry out the sum over mp and my in the expressions for energy loss rates and frequency shifts 
for mode ct. (see eqs. [2.21] and [2.23]) we only need to focus on Z 2 , because mode energies, line widths, eigenfrequencies, and the 
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FIG. 2.-{a) Contribution to nonlinear frequency shift for a radial p-mode of frequency 1577.02 JlHz as a function of triplet frequency mismatch /!;.w.p, (black 
areas). The velocity power spectrum of high-degree modes, for this calculation, was taken to be oc 1/1 above I of 200. The different features of this curve are explained 
in the text. The dashed curve is obtained by integrating the differential contribution (black area) from - bv to + bv, which is useful for determining the contribution to 
frequency shift from all triplets with 1 /!;.w.p, I < bv. It clearly shows that the frequency shifts are caused by nonresonant couplings for which I /!;.w.p, I - w •. (b) Same as 
(a), except that the frequency of the radial mode here is 3734.1 JlHZ. 

radially dependent eigenfunction are all m independent for the nonrotating Sun considered here. The sum of Z 2 over mp and my is 
easily carried out using the following identity due to Edmonds (his eq. [3.7.8]): 

L (/a lp ly)(la lp ly)=(2la+l)-lb(lalply), 
mp,m, rna mp my rna mp my 

where b(la lp ly) is defined to be 1 if Ia, lp, and ly satisfy the triangularity condition or otherwise it is 0. This leads to 

" I z'·'P'' 12 = (2lp + 1)(2ly + 1) (la lp z0y)2 
L... mampm, 4n 0 0 

mp,my 

We can simplify this expression by making use of equation (3.7.17) of Edmonds for the 3-j symbol appearing in the above equation 

(~ 
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FIG. 3.-Plots of coupling coefficients as a function of the degree of the second mode (lp); the frequency of mode ex is 3734.11!HZ. The four panels correspond to the 
second mode lying on four different ridges (np) which are indicated in the heading of each panel. The five different curves in each panel correspond to different values 
for n, (the ridge number of the third mode of the triplet). These values are: n, = 0 (thick solid curve), n, = 1 (dotted curve), n, = 2 (thin solid curve), n, = 3 (dashed 
curve), and n, = 4 (dash-dot curve). The main features to note here are that the coupling coefficient (K.p,) in general increases with increasing lp, it decreases with np, 
and that typically K.p, is largest when modes fJ andy lie on the same ridge and decreases with increasing I »p - n, 1. 

Applying Stirling's approximate formula for evaluating factorials (or evaluating the above expression numerically), we find that the 
sum of Z 2 over mp is proportional to 1/la. As a result, a typical coupling term for nonradial oscillations is reduced by a factor of 1/la 
compared to the radial case. However, as we have seen above, the phase space is larger for nonradial modes by a factor of la which 
balances the weakened individual interactions. Therefore, the dependence of frequency shift and line width on la comes only through 
the radial dependence of the displacement eigenfunction. 

The surface displacement amplitude of normalized modes increases with increasing la as 1/(vlt' a) 112 (where vH a is mode mass, which 
is defined as the ratio of energy in the mode to its surface velocity amplitude squared). Therefore the coupling coefficient, which is 
dominated by the value of eigenfunction near the surface (see§ 3.3), also increases with la as 1/(.41 a)1 i 2, and the nonlinear frequency 
shifts and line widths should both increase with la as 1/ vH •. 

4. MODEL PROBLEM 

In deriving our analytical formulae (eqs. [2.23] and [2.25]) we made several assumptions, the primary being that the phases of 
different modes are random. To check the validity of our theoretical formula we have analyzed a model problem consisting of a 
finite number of nonlinearly coupled oscillators. The coupling coefficients are taken to be the same for all triplets in this problem. 
Thus the resulting equations for mode energy and phase, using equations (2.13) and (2.14), are given by 

d¢. _ 6wa K " J¥P Ey <I> 
d - w. + /0 '-- E cos , 

t y' 8 p,y a 

(4.1) 

dE. 12s.w.K" ~ . 
-d = /0 '-- E.EpEy sm <I>, 

t y8 p,y 
(4.2) 

where <I> is again defined by 

(4.3) 
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FIG. 4.-Differential contribution to nonlinear linewidth, r Jmo• as a function of I~ and n~ for a mode of frequency 3734.1/lHZ. The four different panels correspond 
to the values of np increasing clockwise from 0 to 3 (top left panel is for np = 0). For this particular calculation we have used the boundary conditions of KG, and 
therefore propagating waves have continuous frequency spectrum. Moreover, the velocity power spectrum of high-degree modes (I > 200) has been taken to be oc 1/1, 
and the thickness of the isothermal atmosphere is set equal to zero. The maxima in these curves occurs when the third mode lies on one of the ridges in the 1-v 
diagram. Note that the integrated contribution tor Jmo from a ridge (the area under the corresponding curve) is declining with increasing value ofnp. The decline is 
faster in the case when the velocity power spectrum is /-independent. 

and K is the coupling coefficient. We can simplify the above set of equations by using a complex mode amplitude Aa, defined to be 
(EJ1' 2 exp (i</JJ, and then equations (4.1) and (4.2) compress to 

dAa _ . i6Kwa * * _ . i3KWa 2 
d - zw.Aa + 10 I (Ap + A 11 )(Ay + Ay)- zwaAa + 10 d , 

t y8 p,y y8 
(4.4) 

where 

d = I (Ap + At) . 
p 

The factor of 3, instead of 6, in the last part of equation (4.4) is due to the fact that the sum over modes f3 and y is over distinct 
doublets (the combinatorial factors in eqs. [4.1] and [4.2] require that we sum over distinct triplets). It is now easy to integrate the 
above set of equations numerically, and to calculate the unapproximated mode frequency shift due to nonlinear interactions. We 
have carried out numerical calculations with 50 modes whose frequencies lie on the f-ridge (w2 = gljR 0 , where g is the gravitational 
acceleration at the solar surface) between l of 100 and 590 with a spacing of 10. The coupling coefficient is chosen to be 5 x 10- 5, 

and the mode amplitudes are set equal to unity at the initial time, so that the system is in the weakly nonlinear regime. The 
numerically calculated phase shifts of a selected set of modes as a function of time are shown in Figure 5. The nonlinear frequency 
shift calculated by the integration of the above coupled set of differential equations is found to be in reasonable agreement with 
equation (2.23) (see Fig. 5), thus providing credence to our analytical formula. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We find that the p-mode frequencies are shifted due to nonlinear interactions with other p-modes andf-modes. This shift arises 
primarily due to nonresonant three-mode interactions, and is dominated by high l f-modes. The largest uncertainty in our 
calculation is the energies of high l (l > 500) modes. We note however that the frequency shift scales linearly with the energies of 
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FIG. 5.-Phase as a function of time for two modes of frequencies 1.055 mHz (top panel) and 2.157 mHz, calculated by numerically integrating the differential 
equations (4.4) for the model problem. The number of modes considered here are 50, each with unit energy at time t = 0, and the value of coupling coefficient is 
chosen to be 5 x 10- 5• The slope of the thick straight line has been calculated using eq. (2.23). 

these high-degree modes and therefore, it is easy to recalculate our results when mode energies are measured with more accuracy. 
Assuming that the mode surface velocity amplitude is independent of mode degree, we find that the magnitude of frequency shift for 
a radial p-mode of frequency 3 mHz is about -0.5 ttHz. This is comparable to the accuracy of observed frequencies but is too small 
by a factor of 20-30 compared to the present day discrepancy between observed and theoretically calculated frequencies. We 
conclude that the nonlinear frequency shift is not of practical importance at present. However, any variation of energies of 
high-degree for p modes with solar cycle will lead to a variation in nonlinear frequency shift. Thus if it turns out that mode energies 
vary by at least 30%-40% (we note that there is no observational evidence for such a variation at the moment) then part of the 
variation of p-mode frequencies with solar cycle can come from their nonlinear interaction with other modes. The nonlinear 
frequency shift of p and !-modes increases with 1 as the inverse mode mass or in other words is proportional to 1°·8 . Thus, the 
frequency of anf-mode of 1 = 1000 is decreased, due to its interaction with other modes, by about 0.4%. 

The contribution to the line width of solar radial p-modes, due to their nonlinear couplings to other modes, is found to be 
consistent with the earlier work of KG, and is smaller than the observed line width by a factor of at least a few. 

We are grateful to Jorgen Christensen-Dalsgaard for supplying the solar model, Ken Libbrecht for the mode amplitude and line 
width data, and an anonymous referee for helpful comments. This research was supported in part by NSF grant AST 89-13664 and 
NASA grant NAGW-3018 with Caltech, and NASA grant W-17677 with HAO. 

APPENDIX A 

The equations of inviscid fluid dynamics for a compressible gas with internal energy E(S, p), follow frqm varying the Lagrangian 
(Newcomb 1962) 

L = f dx0 p0(x0{~- E(S, p) -1/J(x)J. (Al) 

The background configuration is specified by p 0(x0 ), p0(x0 ), and v0(x0 ) = 0. The variation is achieved by displacing the position of 
each fluid element from x0 to x = x0 + l;, where l; is the Lagrangian displacement. Conservation of mass implies 

p dx = Po dxo => p = Po ,I- 1 ' (A2) 
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where f is the Jacobian of the transformation. The Lagrangian can be written in terms off and the background variables as 

L = f dXoPo[v;- E(So, Pof- 1)- t/J(x0 + ;)] , 

where E(S0 , Po f- 1) is to be expanded around E(S0 , p0 ) as a series in p 0(f- 1 - 1). The Jacobian 

f = det (~) = det (1 + ~) , ox0 ox0 

may be rewritten in mixed vector and Cartesian tensor notation as 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

where ~;i is the covariant derivative of ~; with respect to xi, and the summation convention for repeated indices is assumed. 
Expanding the Lagrangian in powers of the displacement, ;, with the aid of equation (AS), we obtain the second and third-order 
Lagrangian densities, 

(A6) 

and 

(A7) 

The last term in both .!!' 2 and .!!' 3 vanishes for a uniform gravitational field. The Hamiltonian and Lagrangian densities are related 
by 

b.!!' .. 
.Yf' = b~i ~· - .!!' . 

Where~; represents o~i/ot. Using equations (A6), (A 7), and (AS), we derive the second- and third-order Hamiltonian densities, 

Po I a; 12 1 2 2 1 i . 
.Yf' 2 = l ot + 2 (Po Co - Po)(V • ;) + 2 Po ~;i ~~; , 

and 

£'3 = -.!/'3. 

The normal mode equation is derived from.!!' 2 using the substitution ;(x, t) = ;(x) exp (- iwt), 

-p0 w 2;- V[(p0 c~- Po)(V • ;) + V · (pom + gV ·(Po;)= 0. 

Writing 

J: = [;:. ym(e ,~..) ;:. oYj(B, cf>) ~ oYj(B, ¢)] 
"' '>r I ' 'I' ' '>h 08 ' sin 8 ocf> 

allows (All) to be separated into 

and 

Here N is the Brunt-Viiisiilii frequency given by 

N 2 g dlnp0 

g c~ dr 

(AS) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(All) 

(Al2) 

(A13) 

The boundary conditions are that ~. --+ 0 as r --+ 0 and that the Lagrangian pressure perturbation vanishes at the outer radius of the 
model atmosphere. 
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APPENDIX B 

Here we sketch the calculation of Ka,p,y,· In the coordinate basis (e,, e0 = re0 , e<t> = r sin 8e<t>), the eigenfunctions are as follows 

495 

~ = [" (r)Ym ~h(r) 8Yj ~ 8Yj] (B1) 
~ 'or l ' r ae ' r sin2 e 8¢ . 

The covariant derivative can be calculated using the expression 

. a~i . k 

~~j = oxi + rjk ~ ' 

where qk are the connection coefficients which are symmetric in indicesj and k. The nonzero qk are given below. 

roo= -r' 

r~o = 1/r' 

With reference to equation (2.9) reproduced here 

r~<l>=-rsin2 8, 

rt<t> = 1/r, 

1 J 3 {[ 2 2(8c~) J Ka,.fl,n,, = - 6 d x Po - Po Co + p ap s (V • ;a,.)(V • ;p,p)(V • ;y,,) 

r:<l> = - sin e cos e ' 
rt<l> =cote. 

+ (p c2 _ P )[(V • ~ )"; . J:.i . + (V . ~ )"; . J:.i . + (V • ~ )"; . J:.i .] + P ["; . J:.i J:.k . + J:.i .J:.i J:.k ·]} 
0 0 0 ~IXsil "='Psp;J Sysy;l '-JPsp Sysy;) Sasa;t '-Jysy "='asa.;} Spsp;£ 0 Sasa.:J SPsp;k "='Ysyil SPsB;J Sa:sa::k "='Ysyil ' 

terms 1, 3, and 4 are trivial to reduce to a single radial integration using the following properties of spherical harmonic functions 

f [ayml aym2 1 ayml aym2] 
dO. 8~1 8~2 + sin2 e a¢' a¢2 = ( -l)m'll(ll + 1)<5,,,2 <5m,, -m2 ' 

f dO.Y?;' ¥~2 = ( -l)m'£511,12 £5m1o -m2 · 

The remaining terms are best treated by parts. Term 2 may be simplified as follows 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

I 2 = ~ J d3x{[(po c~ - Po)(V • ;a)lr ~p,p;j ~{,, + [(Po c~ - Po)(V • ;a,.)]~p,p;jr ~{,J - ~ J d0.r 2 [(Po C~ - Po)(V · ;aJ~p,p;j ~{,J · (B6) 

Term 5 can be reduced by parts to 

I = Jd3xp {["; .J:.i J:.k .] _ J:.i . J:.i J:.k . _ J:.i .J:.i J:.k ·} 
5 0 Sasa:J Spsp Sysy;l ;k Sasa:Jk Sps{J Sysy;l Sasa:J SPsp Sysy:b ' (B7) 

Further progress is rendered by the simple identity 

J d3xt/f(r)V · V = J d3x ~~) :r (r2 V,:) . 

Term 6 is obtained from term 5 by permuting fJ andy. 
Angular integrations present the selection rules, which, for the case of a radial mode IX, read sp mp + sY my = 0 and lp = ly. 

APPENDIX C 

We compare the relative magnitudes of four-mode and three-mode couplings in this Appendix. From equations (2.6) and (2.7) we 
see that each term for four-mode couplings contains an extra factor of E 112 (where E is mode energy), and from equation (2.9) we 
note that the four-mode coupling coefficient, KafJyd• contains an extra ~;i factor compared to the three-mode coupling coefficient 
KafJy· Finally, the four-mode coupling phase space is larger than the three-mode coupling phase space due to the sum over an 
additional degree offreedom in the fourth angular momentum. We put all these factors together to estimate the ratio offour-mode 
to three-mode coupling results. 

We saw in section 3.3 that most of the conribution to the coupling coefficient comes from near the solar surface, and that for 
high-degree modes the derivative of displacement eigenfunction (~:i) is approximately equal to l/(R 0 w.it112), where w and .it are 
mode frequency and mass respectively. Thus each term in four-mode couplings will be smaller than three-mode couplings by a 
factor of lE 112/(R 0 w.it112). 

In all three-mode interactions involving a radial mode IX, modes fJ and y must have the same degree. However, in the case of 
four-mode couplings involving the mode IX, for given (lp, mp), the values of (IY, my) and (ld, md) are constrained only by the 
triangularity condition, and them matching condition. Thus for each (lp, mp) there are roughly I~ quadrupulets due to the freedom in 
lr, ld, and the m's, and so the phase space for four-mode couplings is larger compared to three-mode couplings by a factor of l~. 
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However, using the result of§ 3.5 we know that the part of K;py~ which depends on the angular integral of the product of three 
spherical harmonic functions will be smaller than K;py which involves two spherical harmonic functions by a factor of lp. Thus the 
four-mode phase space is effectively larger than three-mode space by a factor of li. 

Combining the above results we find the ratio of four-mode to three-mode interaction to be ~ 14 E/(Rt w1 vii) ~ V!odes;c;, where 
Vmodes is the velocity associated with oscillations at the surface, and c. is the sound speed at the surface. Substituting l ~ 2000, 
w ~ 0.02, E ~ 1023 and vii ~ 1023 into this result, we find that four-mode coupling is smaller than three-mode couplings by a factor 
of about 105 . 
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